IS IT MY GRIP OR MY FINGER TIP?
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My first learning was saying ma-me-mi-mo-mu. Then I was able to speak. Quite improved after almost half a decade, I knew now how to read. It did not stop there. As I was able to stand on my own, I slowly learn how to walk. As I stepped forward, I learn how to hold. I started to know what is smooth and compared it with what is rough. I could identify what is sharp and pointed; likewise, I know what is being safe and being protected. Every passing year I tend to keep a memory of my learnings and even my changes.

As the duration passes by, I notice that I have increasing number of notebooks in my bag. It is no longer identify by its color but somehow it is being name after each subject. I have bigger and thicker books too. From having a jumbo pencil, it turned out to be with a number 2 pencil already. My crayons are no longer the single liner. It is added as well like color pencils, pen touch, poster paints and oil pastels. I have been tracing letters and numbers before then suddenly I was able to write my name in cursive writing. And it is no longer with pencil, but with my colorful ball pens already. I could fill my notebooks of my handwritings. I was fascinated with my books. As I turn its leaves, I could not help but get too excited on the following pages. I even learn how to write phrases, paragraphs and poems. The scented stationaries were became popular and almost all of us got a collection of those. We were so engrossed in writing.

But hey something had changed. The youth today does not appreciate the essence of writing. They cannot even believe that there is more retention when you jot down your notes instead of clicking their phones for the lectures. They do have unreadable handwriting too. They cannot use the library, they do not even know about library card
They insist on using their smartphones. Sad their phones are smarter than them. They seek for their gadgets even for the simplest and basic spelling. See, it’s the other way around now, it’s the gadget over the human brain. But what is essential? They can have everything with their fingertips alone, but they could have more if they use their grip on everything. The sense of having it on your hand is it quite lingers longer on your heart and mind. Having the closest encounter makes you remember even a single thing. It lets you know everything better without memorizing. Now, is it worth grabbing and gripping, right?
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